
 

299 Queen Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5V 2Z5  416.384.5000 ctv.ca 

 
November 25, 2014 
 
 
Via Email:  mike@honestreporting.ca 
 
 
Dear Mr. Fegelman: 
 
We have received your complaint regarding our broadcast on the November 18th, 2014 edition of CTV 
News with Lisa LaFlamme.  You outlined what you and your organization perceive as “shortcomings” in  
CTV’s reporting on the attack at the Jerusalem synagogue that left five dead, not including the two 
attackers.   We respectfully disagree with this viewpoint. 
 
We can agree the report in question covered a horrifying and terrible event in which Israelis worshipping in 
the sanctity of a house of God were brutally and savagely attacked and killed in a most shocking and 
frightening manner.  The incident so grisly and disturbing most of our viewers would ask “how could this 
happen?”  That’s what our report set out to tell our viewers. 
  
Since most of them don’t follow each development in the Middle East with the same intensity as those 
Canadians with a familial, cultural or religious connection to the region,  we generally need  to introduce 
reports to complex stories by providing some context.    So the introductory sentence “The turf war over 
one holy site in the Middle East turned another into a target today….” was a statement of fact about an 
earlier development and one of the reasons cited for the tragic killing.  Further information and detail about 
the horrific incident followed in the report.  
  
While you suggest that CTV News is not attributing this idea in the report, we would argue that is not the 
case.  As you yourself indicate, CTV’s report includes attribution from the father of one of the attackers.  
This father told CTV “when youths see this, they react”.  “See this” was a reference to a perception by 
some Palestinians,  that the status quo access to Al Aqsa Mosque was under threat.  Our reporter on the 
story spoke with some other Palestinians who voiced the same sentiment.  While all those voices didn’t 
appear in the item due to time constraints, we were comfortable in presenting this idea as part of the 
context for the synagogue attack.   Accordingly, CTV indicated in the report that the attackers were “said to 
have been motivated by what they saw as Israeli encroachments on Jerusalem’s holiest site.” 
  
As for the talkback and what you suggest is a contradiction to “the turf war” explanation, we disagree.  The 
recent hanging death of a Palestinian bus driver, was another incident that was causing much anger 
among the Palestinians and represented what our reporter was hearing on the ground in the region.  The 
CTV reporter was suggesting that the death of the Palestinian bus driver appears to be the trip wire that 
allowed the two cousins to convert their anger over mosque access into a hate-fuelled killing spree.  
 
“Well there’s one incident that has caused a lot of anger, and that is what happened to one Palestinian 
man, a driver who was found hanging in his vehicle.  Now Israeli officials who conducted the autopsy say 
there is no doubt here this was suicide.  But few if any on the Palestinian side, even amongst Israelis 
believe that.  They say there’s no doubt in their mind, this was murder.” 
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While we can never be one hundred per cent sure about the motivation that drives people to do 
unconscionable acts, we at CTV News relied on information we were provided with from both Israelis and 
Palestinians.   
 
While we regret that you were not satisfied with our reporting, we believe that our report about this “brutal 
act of terror carried out by two Palestinians against defenseless victims inside a Jerusalem synagogue”  
was fair and accurate and in accord with the various codes and guidelines administered by the Canadian 
Broadcast Standards Council.  CTV is a member in good standing of the CBSC and complies with its 
guidelines. 
 
 
Sincerely  
 

 
 
 
 
David Hughes 
Executive Producer, CTV National News 
 
 
cc: Canadian Broadcast Standards Council 


